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magic in the north.

recommended



features and recognition

Moksham campsite
Village Gugukham, Pangot, Nainital 

+91 9910700328 / 8826023591
mokshamcampsite@gmail.com

mokshamcampsite.com

Clad in dense deodar and oak forest, it boasts of
quintessential experiences, spiritual uplift and the

warmest hospitality.



our luxury campsite 
Perched on the hilltop at an altitude of
2100 mt. amidst dense deodar,
rhododendron & oak forest, Moksham is
an amalgamation of breathtaking
Himalayas, tons of experiences, pinch of
spirituality and magnificent hospitality.
The campsite and our team stand strong
to the name Moksham (liberation).

Moksham boasts of quintessential
experiences, spiritual uplift and the
warmest hospitality.As soon as you
enter the property, it hits you - God,
immaculate.  You know you did the
right thing. Mountains, chilly winds,
prayer flags around, and an
unparalleled glamping setup.
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our glamorous camps
Every camp at Moksham is designed to
uplift your subtle energies by providing
you an ambience of luxury and silence.
Each private luxury camp opens up to
the enchanting Dabka valley offering you
views that brings in a gush of positivity
and compassion within you. 

The interiors are a blend of boutique
and simplified living giving you a sense
of space both outside and within you .
Each bathroom is equipped with ultra
luxury toiletries to rejuvenate your
senses, when you come out, you are
ready for a soulful day.
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inside cozy camps
When you step into portals of Moksham,
you leave one world behind and step
seamlessly into another; the evolved
Himalayan life of contentment.

132 sq ft. room size

King size bed
Private ensuite washroom
Coffee/tea maker

Work table 
Dresser

Electric Blankets

Reusable toiletries

In-Room Wifi 

Private Locker
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our sumptuous cafe
Cafe Moksham renders our inner
yearning to offer you space that relects
solace within. 
It is as Bohemian as it is Himalayan.
With turquoise bringing white colour to
life, the rest of the decor depicts our
deep rooted Himalayan living, that is
finding contentment with limited
resources

A pristine white pavilion positioned
upon terrace of chid pine floor, doors
open wide to the afternoon breeze;
Geranium blossoms, birds in flight,
terrace verandah overlooks the evening
hues, here within this rosy daydream
stands cafe Moksham, where busy
meets peace.
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our soulful experiences
When you travel to Moksham, be sure
that every moment spent here is
immersed in the experience of the
Himalayas. Whether it is having tea,
reading spiritual books or rambling
through wilderness, the gleam of
gratified Himalayan living impresses you
to the very core.

At Moksham we are helping each soul
walk back home. When you are here,
your soul starts strumming to the
rhythm of pure bliss and suddenly it's
free again ! 

next page for experiences
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Nature Walks

Summit hike

Jungle Cooking

Birdwatching

Cook your own meal inside the jungle
Learn the art of cooking your own meal
inside a dense jungle. Whether for
survival or leisure, know what goes
behind in making a scrumptious meal
inside dense forest.
Price starting at 700/- per person

Indulge in dense forest trails 
Take a walk through dense oak or
deodar forest, a short hike to nearby
walkable summit, or a 100 year old
Bungalow. Every thing is guided 
Price starting at 500/- per person

2 hour Hike to 8400 ft. summit 
Ganyal Devi is a local deity and is seated
at the top of Ganyal Devi peak. The
summit offers breathtaking views of
Kumaon and garhwal Himalayas
Price starting at 700/- per person

Inside Naina Devi Bird conservetaion
reserve
Moksham is centrally located in
birdwatching haven of Conservation
Reserve. Our team comprises of experts
helping to spot birds like no other. 
Price starting at 1000/- per person 



CP/night MAP/night AP/night

₹4500/- ₹4980/- ₹5450/-

Prices Jan 1st, 2023 - March 31st, 2023

Price excludes GST of 12% 

CP - Continental Plan (Includes Veg + Egg Breakfast) 
MAP - Modified American Plan (Includes Breakfast and Dinner( Veg

Breakfast + Non Veg Dinner)
AP - American Plan (Includes Veg Breakfast, Veg Lunch and Non

Veg Dinner)
 

Occupancy 2 Person 

Transport Charges from Haldwani or Delhi Airport or any
transport to reach the campsite

Drivers can be accommodated at Pangot / Gugukham or Nainital,
we have no facilities for accommodating drivers at Moksham. You
are welcome to bring maids, standard cottage charges will apply.
We offer Multiple paid Experiences at Moksham. All activities are

guided by experts and can be booked at the property 

1.

2.

3.

 

exclusions

extra person charges
Above 5 years

Charges are same with or without extra mattress

CP/night MAP/night AP/night

₹700/- ₹1300/- ₹1700/-



know before you book
Not recommended for Travelers with pre-ailments/ Pregnant Ladies
We do not recommend travelers to book the property if your fellow travelers are
senior citizens with heart or knee issues. We also do not suggest pregnant ladies
to book the property. We do not offer room service and the walk from rooms to
the dining at time is challenging for such segment of travelers. You can always
reach out to us before booking the property to clarify your doubts.

Water is Precious here
With ever changing climate conditions, Himalayas have been facing acute water
shortage. Though we are prepared for this challenge, we urge all our clients to
use water efficiently and in a friendly way.

Rooms Equipped with Electric Blankets
Our tents & the luxury pine flooring are subject to fire due to their inherent
inflammable nature. Therefore we restrict the usage of heaters and smoking
inside the tent.  Each room however is equipped with Electric blankets from Nov
to Feb 

Late Night Music and Parties
Pangot is located inside Naina Devi Bird Conservation Reserve and has
restrictions on playing loud music on speakers or mobile phones post 10 PM.
Please speak softly after dinner hours

Bonfire
Bonfire is a paid activity and is not included in the package cost. As part of
reserve forest, the wood is procured by the permission of forest department. Cost
for Bonfire is 500 - 700 per camp ! Time duration is 2.5 hours

Meals served at the cafe
All Meals and snacks are served only at the Cafe. It is for the convenience of the
staff and the clients. 

We are not a Pet Friendly Property
Because of the nature of the property and close proximity to dense jungle it is not
safe to bring pets 



cancellation policy
Any cancellation received within 30 days prior to arrival will incur 0% charge of
the booking value. Any cancellation received within 15 days prior to arrival will
incur the 50% charge of the booking value. Any cancellation received within 7
days prior to arrival will incur the 100% charge of the booking value. Failure to
arrive at the property will be treated as a no-show and no refund will be given. In
the event of premature departure, the full extent of the stay as originally booked
and confirmed will be charged. *In case of cancellation The amount is refunded
back in 7 working days)

We understand that we can be faced with unforeseen and very challenging
situations including but not limited to due to inclement weather, snow and ice
conditions, political restrictions, travel bans, epidemics or pandemics, or any
other cause.. In such cases, we will allow a one time date change amendment
without any charges, uptil 3 months year from the date of the original booking.
Any difference in tariff will be borne by the client. This flexibility will be available
to those bookings where we have received 100% payment.

Moksham Himalayan Campsite 
Kotak Mahindra Bank
Moksham Himalayan Campsite 
IFSC Code: 
KKBK0005475
Account Number: 0414089288

direct booking
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https://www.bankbazaar.com/ifsc-code/kotak-mahindra-bank/uttarakhand/nainital/haldwani-branch-branch.html


meal plan

Stuff Paratha/Dahi -1 Tea/coffee
Aloo Pyaaz Paratha/Dahi - 1 Tea/coffee
Aloo Poori -1 Tea/coffee 
Chole Bhature -1 tea/coffee 
Toast and Omelette - 1 Tea/coffee
Toast and Scrambled egg - 1 Tea/coffee
English Breakfast ( 2 toast,1 egg scrambled, 2 sausage, 1
portion of baked beans) 1 tea/coffee

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Breakfast

Daal Tadka / Daal Makhani 
Mix Veg/ seasonal veg /Paneer item 
Plain Roti
Rice

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lunch

Pahadi Chicken / Kadhai Chicken /Butter Chicken 
Kadai Paneer/ Matar Panner 
Plain Roti
Rice

1.
2.
3.
4.

Dinner

Meal Plan applicable for CP, MAP and AP Plan. 
Clients can choose any of the following combos as per their meal plan 


